
CONTROL ANY DAW + ALL YOUR PLUGINS 
AND YOUR AUTOMATION

QCon Pro X is a powerful control surface for any DAW with DAW spe-
cific custom modules. Select the module for your DAW, and QCon Pro 
X will use Mackie Control or HUI protocol to provide seamless inter-
facing with your DAW’s functions. Custom modules support the most 
popular DAWs including Cubase, Nuendo, Ableton Live, ProTools, 
Logic, Reason, Studio One, Bitwig, Samplitude and Reaper.

QCon Pro X also gives you tactile control of your VST, RTAS, Di-
rect X and AU Plugins. Dial in EQ frequencies, Q or gain with the 
rotary encoders. Control Automation of track and plugin param-
eters or write fader rides just like you would on any large for-
mat analog console. With the QCon Pro X you get the best of 
both worlds; the total recall, power and flexibility of your DAW 
with the look, feel and functionality of a sturdy piece of hardware.

www.iconproaudio.com

XS-PAND

Command and Expand your Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) by add-
ing true tactile control with the QCon Pro X MIDI DAW Controller and 
the Qcon ProXS Expander. 

The QCon Pro X puts the functions of your DAW at your fingertips by providing you 
with nine (9) full sized Alps motorized faders, eight (8) rotary dual-function encoders, 
two (2) large backlit LCD screens, LED volume metering, a jog wheel and plenty of 
buttons to press. Adjust multiple volume or pan levels simultaneously. Mute or solo 
numerous tracks on the fly. Use the transport section to conveniently play, stop, fast 
forward, rewind, record, loop, zoom, punch in and punch out of your compositions. Spin 
the nicely sized jog wheel to scrub through tracks and address areas of special interest. 
Dedicated buttons also allow you to access your entire mix by banking across tracks in 
groups of 8 or 1 track at a time.

MORE CONTROL
Expand your system 

up to 32 channels 
with the  

Qcon Pro XS 



QCON PRO XS FEATURES
 ӿ 8 touch-sensitive motorized channel faders with 10-bit resolution
 ӿ 12-segment LED level metering bridge equipped for channel (mono) level 

metering (Angled and located at the top for easy reading)
 ӿ 8 x dual function encoder knobs (Enter & rotate)
 ӿ The multi-color surround LED display will change color according to the con-

trolling parameter for easy control (Cubase only)
 ӿ 11-segment LED surrounding the encoders to indicate the rotating position.
 ӿ Large dual backlit LCD displays show channel name (lower LCD) and different 

control parameters (upper LCD) for each channel
 ӿ Expandable up to 32-channels of control surface with 3 units of QconProXS
 ӿ Class-compliant with Windows XP, Vista (32-bit), Windows 7 (32-bit & 64-bit), 

Windows 8 (32-bit & 64-bit), Windows 10 (64-bit) and Mac OS X (IntelMac)
 ӿ USB 2.0 high speed connectivity
 ӿ Mackie control built-in for Cubase, Nuendo, Samplitude, Logic Pro, Studio One, 

Bitwig and Ableton Live
 ӿ Mackie HUI protocol built-in for Pro Tools
 ӿ iMap – Self midi mapping software is provided for user-defined mode (MIDI 

Learn)
 ӿ Firmware upgrade available simply via USB connection and iMap software.
 ӿ Superior build quality and robust metal casing with Kensington lock port
 ӿ 12V/2.5A power adapter included
 ӿ Dimensions: 473(L) x 310(W) x 188(H)mm ~ 18.62”(L) x 12.17”(W) x 7.4”(H)

QCON PRO X FEATURES
 ӿ 8+1 touch-sensitive motorized faders with 10-bit resolution
 ӿ 12 segment LED meter bridge
 ӿ Stereo LED master channel level metering on metering bridge
 ӿ 8 Dual function encoders with multi-color LED indication ring
 ӿ 18 assignable buttons
 ӿ Illuminated buttons for each channel including  

Record Enable, Solo, Mute, Select and Monitor
 ӿ 6 illuminated transport buttons including Play, Stop, Rec, Rewind,  

Fast Forward and Loop
 ӿ Jog shuttle wheel for scrubbing, fast search and control
 ӿ Illuminated ZOOM button with 4 direction buttons
 ӿ 9 Illuminated assignable MIDI function buttons
 ӿ 11-segment multi-color LED surrounding the encoders to indicate the rotation position
 ӿ Dual 2×56 large backlit LCDs to display channel name, control values etc. for each channel
 ӿ 12-segment LED display showing time location of your project in either SMPTE or BBT format
 ӿ Expandable up to 32-channels of control surface using 3 QCon Pro XS expander units 
 ӿ Two (2) 1/4” connectors for foot switches and pedals
 ӿ Automatic and manual mode switch for accessing different DAW modes
 ӿ Class-compliant with Windows XP, Vista (32-bit), Windows 7 (32-bit & 64-bit),  

Windows 8 (32-bit & 64-bit), Windows 10 (32-bit & 64-bit) and Mac OS X
 ӿ USB 2.0 high speed connectivity
 ӿ ICON “Quick-Setup” driver is available for Cubase, Nuendo and Bitwig for instant  

plug & play compatibility
 ӿ Optional automatic DAW detection mode is available for Cubase, Nuendo,  

Ableton Live, ProTools, Logic, Studio One, Bitwig, Samplitude and Reaper via custom module
 ӿ Built-in Mackie Control for all DAWs listed (except for ProTools which uses Mackie HUI Protocol)
 ӿ PVC overlays are included for all DAWs listed (except Cubase and Nuendo which is the stock module)
 ӿ Bundled with ICON edition Cubase LE and Samplitude LE
 ӿ User defined (MIDI Learn) mode for other DAWs not supported with presets
 ӿ Easy firmware upgrade available via USB connection and iMap software
 ӿ Superior build quality and robust metal casing with Kensington lock port
 ӿ Connector to computer: USB connector (standard type)
 ӿ Connector to extender : USB connector (B-Type)
 ӿ Power supply: 12V2.5A DC
 ӿ Current consumption: 2A or less
 ӿ Weight: 6kg (13.2lb)
 ӿ Dimensions: 473(L) x 416(W) x 188(H)mm ~ 18.62”(L) x 16.38”(W) x 7.4”(H)


